Meet the Students Who Staff the Library’s Circulation Desk!

Student Assistants in the Library—what exactly do they do? What do all those students in Tech Services do? Do the OIT students just look like they are in charge or are they? And, why does the Research Services student get an entire library table to herself? Working up front and behind the scenes, they support the work of the staff in all departments. The Law Library News will be profiling students in each department, starting in this issue with Access Services.

The students working in Access Services are law students and undergraduates who perform many crucial tasks. They assist at the Circulation Desk, checking books in and out retrieving reserve materials. They also do shelf-reading to make sure every book is where it should be, and search for books that aren’t.

“Our student assistants come from all over the world,” says Mary Cowsert, Access Services supervisor. “But the one thing they all have in common is the wonderful work ethics they bring to our department. No assignment is too big or too small. It would be a great loss to the department if we did not have them here to give us a helping hand. They are appreciated.”
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